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Global Food
Forum 
A couple of weeks ago
I attended the Global Food
Forum in New York City. Yes,
this farmer from Bowman
was in the big city to discuss
agriculture and where
it ’s going in the future.




products and government to
explore key challenges and
opportunit ies in the food
industry. 
The focus of the Forum –
the intersection of food and
technology – drove home
how the food sector is being
transformed by innovation.
Hot topics included GMOs,
food trade, automation on
the farm, and the impact of
Washington on the farm
economy. 
While l istening to
these speakers from highly
influential companies like
ADM, Monsanto, and Tyson,
I learned a great deal about
what the future could hold
for agribusiness. I hope to
incorporate many of these
ideas and advancements
into our department’s future
initiatives. 
I attended a session on
GMOs in which “The Next
Chapter” was discussed in
detail by representatives
from Dow, Dupont and
Monsanto. Proponents of
genetically modified crops
say they have boosted
harvest and have made
farming more eff icient.
In another session, Scott
Gottl ieb, Commissioner
of the US FDA, gave a
talk on food regulation.
See Global Food Forum,
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After decades of row crop
farming—peanuts, cotton, corn,
soybeans and wheat, Jimmy Sikes
was planning to retire. His 1600
acres in Calhoun County near
St. Matthews had been in the family
for generations, but a bad knee
encouraged his decision to spend
more time with his family and less
time on the farm.
A phone call led him into a totally different
direction: solar farming. 
Jimmy didn’t know much about solar farming,
but a company from North Carolina contacted
him about leasing some of his land.  He told
them to come on and he’d talk to them. He
figured he didn’t have anything to lose.
Originally the company wanted to lease
about 65 acres, but after seeing his farm, they
upped the offer to 130 acres.  Sikes’ rolling
land just off Hwy 601 was close enough to
a substation to make their investment
worthwhile. The arrangement, which pays by
the acre, suits Jimmy just fine.  The company
has a 20-year lease on the land, with an option
for extensions.  
On this farm, thousands of deep blue solar
panels—which look like glass but are actually
aluminum—cover a former peach orchard. The
panels are precisely aligned to follow the sun
as it crosses the sky.  A network of tiny wires in
each panel channels the UV rays into on-site
transformers. The transformers then send the
energy to inverters, which convert it from DC
(direct current) to AC (alternating current). 
The electricity is sold directly to SCE&G
through a nearby substation.  If the station is
too far away, it is simply not feasible to
construct a solar farm. Sikes explained that it
would be like trying to push water through a
garden hose—the longer the hose, the less
pressure is maintained. 
The company started construction on Sikes’
farm on March 8, allowing time for the many
government regulations.  “They did all kind of
studies, from an archaeological survey to
checking for Indian artifacts,” he explained. By
September, they were generating electricity,
enough to power about 3,000 houses.
Sikes recommends that any landowner
interested in solar farming do plenty of
research. “You figure out if it’s what you want,”
he said. “It ’s your land, so you need to
negotiate ahead of time to protect yourself.”
Once he was offered a contract, he studied it
carefully then rewrote a lot of it, postulating that
corporate executives don’t know anything
about farming.
Now, both parties are satisfied. The solar
farm is up and running, and Sikes doesn’t have
to do any maintenance on the property.  Not
only did the company install a tall chain link
fence around the property, they are responsible
for cutting the grass and keeping the site
weed-free.
The solar farm leaves Sikes free to enjoy his
retirement. “I call it ‘farming the sun,’” he said.
The solar panels on Sikes’ farm rotate to follow the sun. Even in cloudy or overcast weather, the
ultrasensitive tracking software keeps the panels facing the sun.
Calhoun County farmer Jimmy Sikes is proud to show off his newest venture, which he calls
“farming the sun.”
Farming the Sun
Solar Farms May Be Golden, if Site is Suitable
PART 2 IN A SERIES ON SOLAR FARMS
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STERILE GRASS CARP ,





Bass, $1.50- 3ea; catf ish,
50¢-$2. Cannon Taylor;
Newberry; 803-276-0853
KOI, long & short fin, 4in & up,
$1ea & up. Tommy Sherman;
Laurens; 864-546-2778
BREAM, 30¢; Bass, $1.50;
Catfish, 50¢; minnows, $25/lb;
grass carp, 8in+, $13; Trout,
$3. Derek Long; Newberry;
803-944-3058
REPLACEMENT HEIFERS,
top qual, exc b’lines, reg Ang
& Crossbreds, most AI
sired, 8-10m/o, $800-950. Al
Harman; Lexington; 803-892-
6424
4M/O BALDIE CALF, raise on
bottle, gentle, eating good,
w/other cows, $600. Elaine
Cowee; Berkeley; 843-861-
0377
REG BFMSTR HEIFERS ,
$1000ea. Joseph Logan;
Greenwood; 864-227-1868
4 REG HEREFORD BULLS,
5-8m/o, weanlings, exc b’lines,
vac, wormed, more, EPD’S,
drk red coat, del/fee, $1500ea.
Vic Campbell; Greenville; 864-
385-8393
BRAUNVIEH COW, has
6m/o heifer, $1000, cow;
$1200, heifer; 2 yng bulls,
6m/o, $900. Michael Kelly;
Anderson; 864-934-6658
REG HEREFORD BULL,
6y/o, sire About Time 743 son,
$200. Herb Powers; Laurens;
864-684-0290
30+ REG BLK ANG, 2y/o
bulls, limited # of cows, all
categories, $1500up. Keith
Hawkins; York; 803-230-1598
REG BLK ANG BULLS, sires-
Tour of Duty, Chancellor, 10-
13m/o, $1500ea. Doug Blake;
Greenville; 864-630-0870
BLK ANG BULL, 3y/o, reg,
proven, gentle, $2000. Tom
Horsley; Laurens; 864-876-
2601
REG 878 BULL, 3y/o, $2500;
1 Ultra blk, 878 New Design,
$2200; yr bulls/heifers,
$1500up. Paul Kicidis; Union;
864-429-6112
BLK ANG BULL, 9m/o, FB no
papers, $1100; ¾ Ang, ¼ Char
bull, 9m/o, $900; blk Ang
Cross Char heifer, 9m/o, $850.
L Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-
7394
PB BLK ANG BULLS, 15m/o-
4y/o, $1500up; Mike Johnson;
Newberry; 864-923-0750
BRAHMA CATTLE , cows,
$1500; heifers, $1000; bull
calves, $550. Eddie Ward;
Clarendon; 803-983-8671
YNG JERSEY COW, heavy
bred, gentle, $700. Casey
McCarty; Newberry; 803-924-
5239
25 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
2 reg SimAng, 1 blk baldy,
7-21m/o, $1500, good EPD,
growth, easy calving, fert test-
ed. Jeff Hawkins; Anderson;
864-934-4957
BLK ANG BULL, 22m/o,
$2000. Ronnie Reiselt; Aiken;
803-645-1890
CHAR/ANG CROSS BULL,
1200 lbs+, $1200; 2 calves,
500 lbs, 1 bull & 1 heifer,
$500ea. James Coster;
Greenwood; 864-227-2590
REG HERFRD CATTLE, bred
yng cows, yng heifers, steers,
Trask l ineage, $800-2300.
Brent Belue; Cherokee; 864-
921-3707
11 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
24m/o. BSE tested, Sired
Yon Legend, $2500; 16 AI
heifers, $1500. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732








REG AKAUSHI BULL, Kobe
style, $4000; 18 cow & heifers,
bred, $1800ea; heifers &
calves, $900; more. Theresa
Milanesi; Greenville; 559-217-
1153
REG ULTRA BLK HEIFERS,
7-10m/o, open exc EPDs,
$900ea; bred cows & heifers,




BULL, 3½y/o, calving ease
score 1.0, calves on-site
to view, $2000. J Bales;
Richland; 803-776-6416
REG ANG BULLS, 18-24m/o,
top AI b’lines, BSE, $1500up,
all shots; 10 Ang x heifers,
17m/o, open, $1200. Steve
Sease; Anderson; 864-304-
6313




REG & COM BLK ANG
HEIFERS, 10-12m/o, bunk
broke w/good temperament
& genetics, $1000up; reg




BULL, hands on, gentle, V8
b’line, $2000. Jim Brannan;
Greenville; 864-505-6094
CHARANG COW & CALF,
cow bred back to reg Ang,
good milker, 6m/o heifer calf,
$1600 for both; $1000 for cow.
Tony Smith; Anderson; 864-
353-1819
3 REG CHAR BULLS ,
11-12m/o, all AI sired, gentle,
on feed, good EPD’s, $1650.
Henry Mitchell; York; 803-627-
6142
5 ANG HEIFERS , 9m/o,
650lb, $750ea; Holstein w2nd
calf, $1500; And bulls, $875;
Angxlimo, $800; Ang prs,
$1250up. David Wilkerson;
York; 803-925-2633
CHAR BULLS, heifers, all
ages, $1500up. Louis Keasler;
Anderson; 864-314-5336
REG ANG BULLS, 18m/o,
slick haired, fescue resistant,




16 BULLS , reg Blk Ang
& SimAng, 11-13m/o, well
developed, calving ease,
docile, $1500up; more. Marc
Renwick; Newberry; 803-271-
8691
BLK DEXTER TRIO, cow
w/calf & unrelated bull, all for
$1200obo. Pat Westhead;
Orangeburg; 803-290-3292
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DEXTER COW & HEIFER
CALF, cow has calved twice,
being sold w/6m/o, $800
for both. John Hagaman;
Berkeley; 843-257-2100
REG BLK ANG BULLS ,
Final Product, 14m/o-15m/o;
Hoover Dam, 10m/o-11m/o,
$1300ea. Jack Whitaker; York;
803-925-2129
REG BLK ANG BULLS ,
18-24m/o, low BW, ex ft,
BSE, free del in SC, $2500up.
Dixon Shealy; Newberry; 803-
629-1174
REG BLK ANG HEIFERS ,
Fall & Spring calving cows,
$2500 up. Walter Shealy;
Newberry; 803-924-1000
REG ANG HEIFERS, Hoover




REG ANG BULLS, 19-30m/o,
exc dispo & genetics, calving
ease b’lines, gentle, ready for
service, del avail, $1600.
Hugh Knight; Orangeburg;
803-539-4674
SANTA GERTRUDIS , PB,
polled bull, 1/yr, $1100, heifer,
8/mo, $900; 2 cows, $1250ea.
Steve Hartsell; Anderson; 864-
287-2938
ADCA REG DEXTER BULL,
red, polled, 2y/o, proven,
$850; 7m/o Dexter/Jersey
heifer, polled, $950. Grace
Sprecher; Dorchester; 843-
696-5856
REG GELB & BALANCER
BULLS , blk, BSE, calving
ease, $1800. Virgil Wall;
Greenwood; 864-942-2380
PB BLK GELB BULL, 4½ y/o,
gentle, $2800; Gelb cross
blk bull, 18m/o, gentle, $1400.
Keith Jones; Greenville; 864-
877-2842
HEREFORD BRAHMA BULL,
9m/o, cream w/wht face, $700.
Billy Gallman; Newberry; 803-
276-7171
REG BLK ANG BULL,
AI sired by Connealy
Capitalist, 1y/o, weaned, vac,
wormed, calving ease, docile,
$1500. Lee Clinton; York; 704-
913-6127
Ads may not be submitted by
commercial dealers. Farm
truck ads must include a farm
vehicle license plate number.
CAT 933 TRACK LDR, 4 way
bucket, GC, $20,000. Dan
Kale; Chester; 803-581-8306
KK 6 FT FINISH MOWER,




‘13 SOONER, 3H SL, w/LQ
7ftT, 6ft8inW, 8ftSW, new tires,
micro/stove/ref/ toilet/shower,
AC/HT, more, $250,000. Kim
Noble; Pickens; 864-477-9268
COW TRL, 5ftx8ft, all metal,
16ft utility trl, $800ea. David
Proctor; Newberry; 803-276-
7436
DISK HARROW, 4 section,
16 blade, 3ph, LN, $300obo.
Ben Moorefield; Lancaster;
803-283-6655
7FT PULL TYPE ROTARY
CUTTER , PTO tire drive,
w/new drive t ire, $1500.
Lynnwood Horton; Kershaw;
843-334-6767
MF 135 TRACTOR , 3pt, 4
hydro outlets, more, $2900; 2
Oliver 1250 tractors, dsl
38.5hp, ‘67, $3200 & ‘66,
$2900. Thomas Buzhardt;
Newberry; 803-940-0726
5FT BOX BLADE, used little,
pick up by buyer, $350 obo.
Monika Shea; Lexington; 803-
957-0554
ATHENS 167 OFFSET HAR-
ROW, 14ft, new 26in blades,
bearings, more, $4900; 7ft
Amco Brushmaster offset
harrow, $5000. Jerry Allen;
Edgefield; 803-480-1453
‘12 GREAT PLAINS, no till
dri l l  1006NT, 10ft planting
width, GC, shed kept, new
disk front/back, $19,000. Jeff
Hawkins; Anderson; 864-934-
4957
JD 6620 TURBO COMBINE,
3360hrs, w/2 16ft headers,
f lex & rigid, $11,500 obo.
Glenn Fulmer; Aiken; 803-645-
2831
‘00 FORD TRACTOR, 601
workmaster, good running, no
smoke, does not use oil,
$2800: 5ft bush hog, EC,
$225. Hugh Elrod; Pickens;
864-508-1633
‘40 JD MODEL B TRACTOR,




PLANE, LN, little use, $4000.
Jamie Gambrell; Allendale;
864-556-6547
INT 2155 COTTON PICKER,
GC, $9000; big 12 cotton
modular builder, by Peerless,
$2000. Bil ly Wil l iams;
Orangeburg; 803-707-9640
CATTLE HANDLING EQUIP,
Powder River, incl head gate,
squeeze chute, crowding alley,
panels, etc, $3500. Bill Heard;
Greenwood; 864-993-8600
JD 385 BALER , 4x5, dbl
twine, bale ramps, VGC, shed




3000 header, cab w/AC, GC,
$20,000. Stanley Shumpert;
Lexington; 803-315-3212
2 NI CORN PICKERS , 2r,
324/327 wide, 12 rollers, GC,
$5500ea. Louis Tumbleston;
Charleston; 843-371-0708
MF 35, EC, hi-lo trans, new
seat, paint, good tires, $3500
firm; 5ft KC finish mower,
$800; scoop pan, $150.
Harold Spires; Lexington; 803-
413-3789
‘65 INT 424 TRACTOR ,
$3500; Bush Hog brand Finish
Mower, 72 in cut, $1250. H
Dowd; Newberry; 803-945-
7425
2 6IN AUGERS, on t ires,
$500ea; gravity wagon,
w/extended sides, $1000. Billy
Laurey; Barnwell; 803-671-
1927
‘53 FA SUPER MD, new tires,
wide frt, PS, $6800; Rome
TRH20, new ground harrow,
GC, $14,500. William Nickles;
Greenwood; 864-941-7066
2605 MF TRAC, w/canopy,
126hrs, 5ft Howse disc, 5ft
Kodiak BH, w/safety chain, set
of turn plow, $13,500. David
Fralix; Dorchester; 843-560-
4151
MF 300 COMBINE, 13ft head-
er cab w/straw chopper, shed
kept, good for parts, $500.
Carroll Harmon; Lexington;
803-359-3956
‘60 INT TD 20 DOZER, cable
blade, cranks on gas engine,
changes to dsl, runs well,
needs trans work, $3000.
Robert Bowers; Lancaster;
803-320-9370
‘57 NI CORN PICKER, No 10,
1row, lot # P-163, ser # 80139,
$1200. Kenneth Sikkema;
Charleston; 843-200-2001
UTILITY TRL, 6x12ft, 18in
sides, new 15in tires, alum
tool box, load ramp, 8 t ie
downs, $1350. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
JD 336 SQ BALER, $2750.
Roy Estridge, Anderson, 864-
296-0431
‘11 GN HORSE TRL, lrg camp
area, awning, hauls 2 horses
& wagon, 3 axles w/brakes,
elec hyd jack, $19,000. Cecil
Hooks; Marion; 843-430-4906
‘52 FA SC , GC, new rear
tires, $2100. Eddie Pack;
Spartanburg; 864-587-7728
9N FORD TRACTOR, w/1r
3ph cultivator, single section 8
disk harrow, scrape blade,
$1600. Bradford Webster;
Spartanburg; 864-680-6262
‘05 ADAM HORSE STOCK
TRL, 4 horse, GN, floor mats,
spare tire, custom plexiglass
for winter, $4850 obo. Andy
Anders; Greenville; 864-838-
8617
JD 454 ROW CROP HEAD,
FC, $900obo. Drake Kinley;
Anderson; 864-353-9628
3H SL AL SOONER TRL, LN,
front & rear tack, sleeping
area, $15,000obo. Everette
Bryant; Aiken; 803-215-7991
INT COMBINE 1440 , GC,
$10,000. Charles Nichols;
Saluda; 864-445-8350
INT 153, 4r cultivator, 3ph on
36in rows, GC, shed kept,
$500. Jason Nichols; Saluda;
864-992-2753
L2501 KUBOTA TRACTOR,
13hrs, $12,000; 5ft finishing
mower, $1700 obro. Carol
Mixon; Allendale; 803-943-
8870
FA SUPER M , GC except
paint, 3ph, weights, $3400.
Lewis Hay; Charleston; 843-
270-9002
SQ BALE HAY SYSTEM, 730
JD tractor, 565 NH baler, 240
bale rubber tire towed wagon,
$11,500. William McClellan;
Anderson; 864-221-0867
BUSH HOG FINISH MOWER,
5 ft, used, working cond, $750.
Tim Derrick; Abbeville; 803-
474-4209 neg
3PH 2R FERT/DISTR CULTI-
VATOR, needs work, $300;
single row tree planter, 3ph,
$300; 6ft disk, 3ph, $320,
David Wannamaker; Calhoun;
803-682-2117
FORD 8N TRACTOR, looks &
runs good, $3250. Robert
Hood; Greenville; 864-834-
4864
ADAMS TANDEM AXLE ,
6 ton pull spreader hydraulic
spinners, EC, $12,000. Steve
McAlhany; Orangeburg; 803-
682-3834
‘07 INT REFER TRUCK, 6sp,
245,000 miles, $20,500; trl for




SPRAYER , 500gal truck
mounted, 30in fan, JD engine,
runs good, $3500. David
Wilson; Greenville; 864-303-
3286
JD 9400 COMBINE, 4WD,
$15,500; JD 1750 4r air
planter, $7750; 4r KMC rip
strip, $4000; Taramax 10
shank ripper, $6500. Gene
Roe; Aiken; 803-645-2234
GILL ROLL OVER , $400;
James Coster; Greenwood;
864-227-2590
BOLL BUGGY, Crust Buster,
$5500. Johnny Porter;
Fairfield; 803-718-6291
5FT JD BUSH HOG, 3ph, tire
in rear, good metal & blades,
$390. John Tribble; Anderson;
864-369-1645
SKID LDR ATTACHMENTS,
buckets, grapple fork, auger
drive & bits, tree puller, boom,
$400-1600. B Zsigmond;
Spartanburg; 864-680-8747
‘54 FORD JUBILEE, restored,
EC, w/King Kutter 6ft finishing
mower, GC, $4500. Harold
James; Pickens; 864-878-
4134
JD 6000 HIBOY, green top,
rear fold booms, $10,000.
Hank Hughes; Orangeburg;
803-682-2667
NH LB75 B BACKHOE, 4x4,
cab ac, bucket, forks, stacking
rake, 12,24,36in buckets
thumb, $30,000. Brian Rikard;
Oconee; 706-491-1111
‘08 MAHINDRA 3325, 2wd
dsl, w/208 hrs, equipped w/5ft
disc & 5ft bush hog, $6800.
Demetrius Gillard; Berkeley;
843-729-3519
BUSH HOG 406, HD mower,
GC, $1450; JD 3010 tractor,




new bearings in rollers & wob-
ble box, $2000. Aaron Boyd;
Aiken; 803-645-9710
‘06 EXISS, 3H sl fac, living qtr,
elec, gas heat, ac, full bath,
elec, jack, awning, $22,500.
Edward Bell; Williamsburg;
843-933-0589
VA CASE TRACTOR ,
runs good, EC, front tires,
$1295; 5ft pt bush hog,
$795; both $1795. M Wilson;
Spartanburg; 864-595-1136
IH 5500 CHISEL PLOW,
9 shank, 3ph, $1750. Randell
Wilson; Abbeville; 864-378-
4924 
TRL, 4x8 w/tailgate, scrape
blade, 3ph, $250; 2 bottom
plow, $400; subsoiler, $200;
3ph fert sprdr, $300. Otis
Hembree; Spartanburg; 864-
316-1222
‘11 CLAAS 380 VARIANT
HAY BALER, LN, baled less
than 3000 bales, $21,000. Tim
McCormick; Barnwell; 803-
259-8633
‘14 KRONE 243 , AMS
disc mower, +/-200A, EC,
$6500obo. Britton Havird;
Newberry; 803-924-1211
8 WHL VERMEER RAKE,
new wheels, $2000. Alan
Stover; Kershaw; 803-432-
1936
3PH 5FT FINISH MOWER,
new belt & blades, $800; Ford
532 sq baler, working when
parked, $700. Ryan Lindler;
Lexington; 803-603-2484
2 FA H MODEL TRACTORS,
w/5ft Bush Hogs, 1w/frt end
loader, $2500ea. George
Poirier; York; 803-684-2517
COMBINE JD ‘55, w/cab, no
air, 3r corn head, 13ft grain
header, $5000. Bill Bashor;
Pickens; 864-836-3603
JD 4640, 6575 hrs, dual axle,
good tires & batteries, runs
good, $18,000. Richie Ellis;
Allendale; 803-259-0548
KUBOTA B7510 , w/4ft ldr
& 4ft Bush Hog, 180 hrs,
$10,500; 6ft box scrape, $500;
8ft root rake, $700. Jim
Blackwell; Greenville; 864-
895-1747
JD 5500, w/frt end ldr, 4wd,
1618 hrs, 75hp on PTO, barn
kept, GC, $29,500. Stephen
Gedosch; Greenville; 864-982-
4490
INH 800 PLANTER, 4r pull
type, hydraulic row markers,
fertilizer & insecticide hoppers,




sprayer, 1500gal, 6ft r centers,
spray 3r/side, 36in bed
top, $32k. Chris Cogdil l ;
Clarendon; 803-488-0022
JD 4030, 80hp, 4 post canopy,
new tires, $9000; Athens
12ft disc, $1500; 6ft rotary
cutter, $500. Robert Hilton;
Dorchester; 843-834-2340
JD 915 COMBINE GRAIN
HEADER, new skids, f ield
ready, $3250. William Martin;
Anderson; 864-314-0797
KUBOTA ZERO TURN ZD28,
w/72in deck, 28hp dsl,
dealer maintained, 1060 hrs,
runs good, $6000. Dennis
Martineau; Aiken; 803-979-
3999
JD 4840 , cab, duals, new
AC, power shift, 5361 hrs,
$29,000; JD front mount
blade, $2000. Jeffrey Gilmore;
Chesterfield; 843-517-0315
JD 2040 TRACTOR, hyd, runs
good, metal good, $5500obo;
3ph spreader, hay fork,
$150ea. Donald Ruff;
Abbeville; 864-446-3230
‘55 MH 33 RC, $4200; MH 44
std, alt, $3800; both repainted
& run, no 3pt. Jeff Jackson;
Pickens; 864-704-3466
‘05 JD 790 TRACTOR ,
27hp, 265 hrs, dsl, 2wd, VGC,
LN, $6500obo. Joe Harrell;
Richland; 803-786-4841
INT CUB LOW BOY BELLY
MOWER, w/complete belts
& pulley, GC, $750. Robert
Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-7240
JD 2010 TRACTOR, canopy,
new rear tires, 2r cultivator,
planters, GC, $7500; 8x16ft trl,
all metal, more, $4000. Jimmy
Wilson; Anderson; 864-338-
5506
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MAXILATOR ACCUMA-
GRAPPLE, can accumulate &
grapple 8-10 sq bales, length
of bale 36-44in, used little,
$3500. Tom Coggins;
Spartanburg; 864-877-6742
‘95 3H SL LOAD COLT GN
TRL, living & sleeping areas,




3ph, shed kept, GC, $300;
small seeder spreader, pull
w/lawn mower, EC, $75obo.
Harold Landers; Pickens; 864-
704-6305
TRLS, for skid mounted equip-
ment, new w/mso, $400-800.
Justin Howe; Newberry; 803-
944-1065
MF MODEL 86, 4 bottom turn
plow, 3ph w/hydraulic tail whl,
bottom LN, $600. Don Kelley;
Anderson; 864-348-6782
NI 324 CORN PICKER ,
2r, 12roll bed, picked in
‘16, $2900. Todd Benton;
Dorchester; 843-832-3065
JD 8345R TRACTOR ,
$140,000; GP Turbo ti l ,
$25,000; KBH Seed bag han-
dler, $850. John Durai;
Kershaw; 803-418-9230
454 BU METAL GRAIN STOR
BIN, $1000; 4in grain augers,
$500ea; more. Hugh Knight;
Orangeburg; 803-539-4674
SPERRY-NH MOWER-COND
474, 7 ft, $700. Steve Hartsell;
Anderson; 864-287-2938
‘63 AC D15 TRACTOR ,
dsl, injector pump rebuilt
5 yrs ago, tractor not
restored, $1800. Fred Herring;
Abbeville; 864-379-3266
DISC MOWER , Li ly 5ft,
$2500. Rickie Evans; Chester;
803-209-2714
‘06 NH TB110 , 110 how,
ROPS, 1500 hrs, GC,
$22,000. Louis Keasler;
Anderson; 864-314-5336
NH ROLABAR 57, Bush Hog
RM 55, 6ft scrape blade,
Leinbach 1r bottom plow, EC,
$2750 obo for al l . Andy
McDonald; Abbeville; 864-446-
8358
JD 9960 4R COTTON PICKER,
low hrs, GC, $8000. Trevor
Padgett; Lexington; 803-422-
4304
NO TILL DRILL, JD model
GL, SN 551, 5 row, w/seed &
fert boxes, $200. John Hunter;
Greenville; 864-979-5401
COLE 1RW PLANTER, new,
$1100; 1r cultivator, EC, $150.
George Schwab; York; 803-
493-8021
JD 5020 TRACTOR, for parts,
engine no good, more,
$2200; ‘50 JD MT tractor,
converted to 12v, runs good,
more, $2100. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
16FT HORSE/STOCK TRL,
tag along, $3500. R Hurley;
Laurens; 864-981-5352
JD 535 RND BALER , net
wrap/twine w/bale monitor,
shed kept, EC, $7500; JD Van
Brunt 8ft grain drill, $1700.
William Shealy; Lexington;
803-513-3485
4 STAR HORSE TRL, 4 slat
w/tack & dressing rm, $9500.
Paul Kicidis; Union; 864-429-
6112
Notices are accepted for
agricultural work only and not
for housework, nursing or
companion.
CUSTOM SPREAD, lime &
fert, Tenn Valley lime, call for
prices. Gene Roe; Greenville;
864-630-1768
WANT SOMEONE, to take
down old barn on halves,
for tin & lumber, good 2x6




spray weeds, treat fire ants in
livestock pastures, licensed,




& repair. Andy Anders;
Greenville; 864-838-8617
WANT SOMEONE, to mow &
bale hay on per bale
price, 30+A Coastal Bahia




WORK, build & repair ponds,
demolit ion, tree removal,
grade & clear land,





artif icial breeding, semen
sales, also will help w/working
cows. Jason Nichols; Saluda;
864-992-2753
STUMP GRINDING, tractor
work, l ight tree work,
surrounding Aiken counties.
Jamey Bledsoe; Aiken; 803-
645-4298
LIME SPREADING PASTURE,




specializing in New Zealand Hi
Tensil, Barbwire, hog wire and
2x4 non-climb, 28 yrs exp.
Richard Crow; Abbeville; 864-
554-1107
CUSTOM PLANT, Bermuda
Grass on any size track,
state wide, w/row planter
T44, T85 Coastal. Johnnie
Burkett; Aiken; 803-924-
5736
LIGHT TRACTOR WORK ,
bush hogging, discing, cut up






erosion control. Bud Thomas;
Greenwood; 864-941-7299
TRACTOR SERVICE
REPAIR , t ires, engine
rebuilds, clutches, cab interior
kits, complete restorations
& painting. David Moss;
Spartanburg; 864-680-4004
CATTLE SERVICES, we
catch, pen, freeze brand,
mobile catch pens & haul; find




in bulk Tenn l ime, call for




& tree. Chuck Cochran;
Richland; 803-920-6777
POLE BARNS, custom barns,
working pens, al l  types of
fences, grading work, hauling




harnesses, your place or




wash rk, turn out shelter,
90A, barn, bath & tack,
5 mis of trails, owner on site.
Tammy Hodge; Sumter; 803-
983-5041
SAW MILLING, logs to
lumber, w/portable sawmill,
your place or mine. Art
Limehouse; Pickens; 864-646-
6316
TRACTOR SERVICE, old &
new tractor, we come to you.
Jack Shelton; Richland; 803-
736-9820
HORSE BOARDING, on 2½A
pasture, w/2 stall barn,




beef & dairy herds, synchro-
nization protocols, breeding,
semen, supplies, will travel.
Henry Mitchell; York; 803-627-
6142
TRACTOR REPAIR, restora-
tion, al l  types, 50yr exp.
George Bush; Lexington; 803-
640-1949
WANT SOMEONE , to cut,
rake & bale Coastal hay
for half. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
CUSTOM FERT/LIME
SPREAD SERVICES , TN
lime, lrg or sml acreage,
cropland, pastures, plots,





mechanic & radiator work
on any tractor or hvy equip;
welding, more. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
FORESTRY MULCHING,
bush hogging w/track skid
steer, reclaim old pastures,
clear under brush, etc.
Jeanine Alewine; Newberry;
803-422-4004
Farm land listed must be sold
by the actual owner. Tracts
must be at least 5 acres under
cultivation, timber or pasture.
Ads from real estate agents
are not accepted.  
28A , t imber, 10min of
Columbia, off Bluff Rd,
$55k, deer, turkey, hogs,
¼ mi from the Congaree
Park, power avail. Carl
Gulledge; Richland; 803-530-
8885
36A , Greenwood Co near
Ware Shoals, off Old Shoals
Junction Rd, fenced pasture,
pond, barn, creek, deer,
turkey, $110,000. Tom Young;
Aiken; 803-215-6060
106A, oak forest, w/paved
frontage & Creek, 7miles
SW of York, 982 Turkey
Creek Ridge Rd, $365,000.
Roger Ware; York; 803-517-
8060
3 POULTRY HOUSES, 12A




142A , Laurens Co, pine,
hdwd, stream, food plots,
public water, $2800/A, Cross
Hill. Andy Parnell; Greenville;
864-360-1370
30+A FOR LEASE , $1,





3bd/2ba, DW, GC, city water,
well, 966 ft rd ft, 476 ft river ft,
more, $169,000. Wil l iam
Barrett; Laurens; 864-354-
6001
WANT TO LEASE LAND, in
upstate for archery hunting,
will manage & protect land.
Cary Cox; Greenville; 864-
918-1691
45A, pasture, trees, 1200ft rd,
water main, barn, storage,
I-26/85 off New Cut,
$15,000/A, 2200 sq ft
home neg. James Bayne;
Spartanburg; 864-272-6221
55A, former dairy, pastures in
Coastal/Fescue, older 5 rm




21A , wooded, on Lake
Russell, hunting, f ishing,
$109,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 864-941-7164
17A, fronts I-26 & Chumley
Rd, elec & water service avail,
level areas, hdwds, wildlife,
small creek, $150,000. M
Wilson; Spartanburg; 864-595-
1136
12+A FOR LEASE, open for
planting, upper Abbeville Co,
on Bell Rd, reasonable. Vance
Clinkscales; Anderson; 864-
225-6084
WANT CATTLE FARM ,
or open farming land, to
purchase, in Anderson Co,
to use as farm, would
also lease properties. Steve
Sease; Anderson; 864-304-
6313
20+/-A, pumpkin crop, woods,
Ware Place, commercial lots
on Hwy 25, $10,500/A, lots
of deer & turkey. Stephen
Gedosch; Greenville; 864-982-
4490
LAND FOR LEASE , for
hunting, Newberry, 250A
pasture, t imbered, deer
hunting land w/fishing ponds,
trailer, $3750. Dixon Shealy;
Newberry; 803-629-1174
18.5A , woods, stream,
P/L,G/L, $2750/A; 77A w/27A
old fld, 50A cutover, $2000/A,
US178 btwn Bowman & I-95.
John Brailsford; Orangeburg;
803-707-9083
Ads are accepted for raw milk,
eggs, butter and cheese
products permitted by the
SC Department of Health
and Environmental Control,










EGGS, $2/dz. Debbie Norris;
Lexington; 803-957-7673
SWEET POTATOES , new
crop, $20/bu, bulk price avail;
collards, mustard, turnips,
$3/lb. Greg Hyman; Horry;
843-450-3641
SUGAR CANE, Blue Ribbon,
$50/100 stalks. F Noles;
Barnwell; 803-383-4066
PECANS, completely shelled,
$9/lb; cracked & blown,
$4.50/lb; in shell $3/lb, p-up in
Newberry or Irmo. Russell
Shealy; Newberry; 803-944-
7316
Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries, which
are defined as having annual







muscadines, all in pots, $5.
Hazel Bridges; Greenvil le;
864-879-3384
LRG BLUEBERRY , 3y/o,
2var; sweet blackberry,
$5ea; pomegranate, fig trees,
3gal, $10ea; muscadines,
scuppernong, 2/$15. F Noles;
Barnwell; 803-383-4066
FAINTING GOATS, 3y/o blk
M; 9w/o blk Fld blk F; $250ea.
Elaine Cowee; Berkeley; 843-
861-0377
SAVANNA BUCKS, lrg frame,
8-9m/o, 95%, $475ea. John
Bouchillon; Barnwell; 803-300-
3959
4 PURE K0Y RANCH
SPANISH BUCKS, $300, solid
black, 11m/o. Thomas Tanner;
Georgetown; 843-558-2870
DAIRY BUCK, B-3/22, bred
for heavy milk production,
$100. Patricia West; Florence;
843-610-7096
KIKO PB BUCK, reg w/NKR,
8m/o, 90 day weight-61
lbs, lots of color, good
genetics, $285. Ron Staggs;
Greenwood; 864-980-2924
SHEEP, $100up. Ann Furtick;
Orangeburg; 803-707-4826
BOER BILLY GOAT, 2y/o,
$200. L Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394




Goats, Llamas & Sheep
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2 REG KATAHDIN RAMS ,
M, wht, ear tagged, B-1/5,
$200ea firm. Benson Ray;
Georgetown; 843-558-7360
MALE KATAHDIN SHEEP,
B-1/17, $200. Francis Black;
Barnwell; 803-259-8428
BOER DOES, bucks, withers,
8wks-1y/o, $100-500, high
% & 100% ABGA. Bud
Weakland; Union; 803-924-
7252
ADGA REG BUCKS, 2 - 4y/o
Nubians, 1- 3y/o PB Saanen,
quality b’lines, hand raised,
$300ea. Mark Roberts;
Spartanburg; 864-486-0927
1 REG MSFG MALE, B-4/13,
blk/wht, $400. Gloria Williams;
Anderson; 864-287-2339
17 KATADHIN DOPER ,
8m/o, 11 ewes & 6 rams,
$150ea/cheaper for all. Benny
Goff, Kershaw, 803-269-8189
KATAHDIN RAM , proven
excel breeder, $350. Katahdin




KIKO DOES , 100% New
Zealand, 8m/o, $400up.
Bonnie Peel; Kershaw; 803-
427-7593
KIKO, Kiko Savanna Cross,
$200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
SMALL PET GOATS , 1
proven mini breeder, 1 wether,
1 female, not interbred,
nutrient supplemented, $175-
200ea. Jim Atkinson; Pickens;
864-506-9023
PB NIGERIAN BUCK ,
from good milk l ine, $200.
Steve Gajdosik; Moore;
864-764-4520
WHT DORPER RAM ,
w/2 reg ewes, 3y/o, lrg




GOATS , 7m/o buckling,





BABY GOATS , bucks,
$250up; does, $350up;
exc b’l ines, more, mature
bucks & does, $350up. Mark
Yonce; Spartanburg; 864-473-
0253
BOER BILLY, 9m/o, $150.
Andy Gallman; Newberry;
803-924-5157
PB ST CROIX SHEEP, rams,
lambs, $125up; pregnant
ewes, $250up. Philip Kean;
Barnwell; 803-259-3366
MIXED GRASS, rnd, in barn,
$30; in field, $25. Dan Kale;
Chester; 803-581-8306
‘17 FESCUE MIX, 4x5 net
wrap, $20. Rick Taylor;
Oconee; 864-784-4647
‘17 CB , rnd, horse & cow
quality, $35-50. Kirk Sharpe;
Lexington; 803-260-3944
‘17 CB, HQ, net wrap, 4x5,
$50ea, shed stored; f ield
stored, $40ea; del avail. David
Fulmer; Orangeburg; 803-917-
0467
‘17 CB, 4x5, over edge net
wrap, $45 & $25. Val Miller;
Aiken; 803-940-0782
CB , HQ, sq, $5, barn,
can del/fee. Jerry Padgett;
Berkeley; 843-312-0030
‘17 FESCUE MIX, sq, no
rain, in barn, fresh cut, limed,
fert, $6ea, del avail. Vic
Campbell; Greenville; 864-
385-8393
HORSE QUALITY, rnd & sq,
no rain; cow hay, rnd, $25ea.
Alan Patterson; Kershaw; 803-
572-1075
4X5 RND , net wrap, w/o
rain, $40. Bobby Steading;
Spartanburg; 864-585-0587
‘17 COASTAL/CRABGRASS,
4x4 rnd, barn stored, dry,
$35ea. Matthew Taylor;
Lexington; 803-767-3200
CB , HQ, 4x5 rnd, $60ea,
shed kept; CQ CB, $35/$40,
4x5 rnd, del avail/fee. Matthew
Byrd; Dorchester; 843-560-
1633
CB, limed, fert, w/out rain,
sprayed for weeds, barn
stored, 4x5, $50; sq, $6.
J Alley; Anderson; 864-940-
1878
‘17 COASTAL BAHIA MIX,
HQ, rnd, 800 lbs, barn stored
on pallets, $40; sq, $5. Jeremy
McMillan; Colleton; 843-893-
6148
‘17 RYE-GRASS HAY, rnd,
shed kept, $30ea. Jesse
Allred; Chesterfield; 843-680-
3040
‘17 COW HAY , 4x5, barn
stored on pallets, net wrap,
no rain, $40ea, disc if bought
in bulk. Ashley Johnson;
Pickens; 434-851-2207
‘17 CB , 4x5 rnd, shed
kept, $45ea. Carroll Harmon,
Lexington, 803-359-3956
‘17 CB, HQ, over edge net
wrap, $45ea. Ann Furtick;
Orangeburg; 803-707-4826
NEW CROP, shelled corn,
50lb, $6; shelled, 55gal
drum, $35, drum not incl.
Wyatt Eargle; Aiken; 803-604-
7535
COW HAY , CB; brown top
mil let, al l  stored outside,
$40ea. Steve Mil ler;
Lexington; 803-917-5203
‘17 COASTAL MIX & BAHIA,
4x5 rnd, fert i l ized, $30ea,
buy 10 or more, $25ea. Phil
Ardis; Clarendon; 802-460-
0915
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $30ea.
Joe Hayes; Dillon; 843-845-
4092
CB, sq, $6; lrg rnd, $50, all
shed kept, horse hay. Phillip
Reeves; Dorchester; 843-560-
6654
CORN , 50lb shell or 60 lb
cob, $7/bag. Chuck Gable;
Orangeburg; 803-837-0244
‘17 COASTAL, rnd 4x5
net wrap, $40; Coastal Crab
mix, $35, limed, commercially
fert, weed controlled. Chris
Collins; Florence; 843-307-
5917
‘17 FESCUE, 4x5, shed kept,
horse & cow quality, $30-35.
Wesley Boland; Newberry;
803-768-2010
COB CORN, in cabbage bags.
$7bag; lrg amt disc. Drake
Kinley; Anderson; 864-353-
9628
’17 CB, 4x5 rnd, limed/fert,
1st & 2nd cut HQ, no rain,
$50ea, del avail/fee. Dale
Blackmon, Lancaster, 803-
577-9008
C O A S TA L / S O U T H E R N
BLEND , HQ, l imed, fert,
lrg, 1200 lb, baled 9/17, $35.
Arthur McGee; Anderson; 864-
958-1710
OAT HAY, net wrap, rnd, 4x5,
$40; Fescue, rnd, $35; oat
& wheat straw, sq, $3.50.
Charles Nichols; Saluda; 864-
445-8350
OATS SEED, combine run,
55gal drum, $40; wheat seed,
combine run, 55gal drum $55;
net wrap grass hay, $30.
Jason Nichols; Saluda; 864-
992-2753
‘16 CB, HQ, sq, tight, hvy,
$4ea. Frank Wooten; Aiken;
803-206-4499
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap,
$55ea; ‘16 CB, HQ, 4x5 net
wrap, $40ea; deer corn, 55 gal
drum, $40ea. Joey Greene;
Aiken; 803-646-3591
COASTAL, HQ, net wrap,
51inx56in, $50ea, del
avail/fee. Lee Ell isor;
Lexington; 803-960-6080
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $40-60.
Bob Cooper; Orangeburg;
803-536-5376
CBH, fert, baled dry, stored
under cover, 4x5 rnd,
horse/$40; cow/$30, 5 bale
minimum. Charles Hoback;
Richland; 803-414-3646
FESCUE & MIXED GRASS,
4x5 rnd, $20-30. Jeremiah
Wood; Cherokee; 864-761-
7148
‘17 COASTAL, shed kept, no
rain, rnd, $40; sq, $6; cob
corn, 50 lb bag $6, del avail
w/in 30 mis of Lynchburg.
Eddie Phillips; Sumter; 803-
486-0081
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, lrg hvy sq,
$6 del; 4x5 rnd, $60; fert per
Clemson recommendation.
Gene Fickling; Barnwell; 803-
259-8588
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, sq, $3.50,
del avail. Danny Sarratt;
Cherokee; 864-812-5605
‘17 FESCUE , and mixed
grass, 4x5, no rain, $30.
Carroll Shealy; Laurens; 864-
697-6289
‘17 CB , HQ, 4x5, fert, no
rain, shed kept, net wrap,
$50ea, del avail. Oscar
Easler; Leesville; 803-530-
6501
CB & TIFTON 85, 4x5 rnd,
EQ, $60, under shed. Pam
Mack, Orangeburg, 803-518-
6701
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $50;
Fescue, net wrap, $30. John
Ashley; Anderson; 864-314-
7506
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, 4x5 net
wrap, $45; ‘17 Coastal/Fescue
mix, 4x5 net wrap, $35; del





‘17 FESCUE MIX, HQ, sq,
$4ea. W Dixon; Laurens; 864-
683-6620
‘17 FESCUE, sq, in barn,
$5ea. Jerry Butler; Laurens;
864-697-6343
‘16 CB , 40 lrg rnd 4x5,
in field, will load, $30ea obo.
Arlene Ray; Aiken; 803-649-
2247
CB/MIXED GRASS, sq, shed
kept, $2ea, cow/goat quality.
Mib Scoggins; Marlboro; 843-
601-1549
‘17 FESCUE, 5x4 rnd, wrap
tight, no rain, stored outside,
$30; vol disc for 10 or more.
Mike Wright; Pickens; 864-
270-0560
MIXED GRASS, left over, $10
& 15, some hay w/brown in it,
mixed, Aug, all rnd, $25 & $30
cash only, 4 bale min. Randy
Orr; Anderson; 864-209-0909
‘17 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd net
wrap, $40ea. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
‘17 COW HAY, CB, 4x5 net
wrap, $30ea; perennial peanut
hay, 4x5 net wrap, $50ea.
Joey Oswald; Allendale; 803-
584-5557
‘17 FESCUE , HQ, $4; ‘17
Bermuda, $4.25. Bud Greer;
Greenville; 864-963-9203
CB, fresh, proper lime & fert,
quality guaranteed, sq, $7; rnd
4x5 net wrap, pallet stored,
$60. Theresa Kirchner; Aiken;
803-646-0999
FESCUE, 4x5, HQ, net wrap,
$50, shed stored on pallets;
$45, outside, can del/fee. Otis
Hembree; Spartanburg; 864-
316-1222
COASTAL, Bermuda, 4x5 net
wrap, barn kept, HQ, $35; field
kept, $30, del avail. Steve
Union; 864-313-8528
LRG SQ, Alfalfa, $17.50;
Coastal, $9; Fescue, $7; rnd,
$55/$45, disc for quantity;
Spartanburg; 864-474-2105
‘17 CB, 4x4 rnd, $30-40, HQ,
no rain, 1st cut, shed kept &
outside. Gary Blackmon;
Lexington; 803-212-5697
‘16 CB , 4x5 rnd, net
wrap, CQ, $20. Jeff Long;
Darlington; 843-245-8577
FESCUE MIX , 2nd cut,
150 rnd 4x5, $30ea. Dan
Lawing; York; 803-517-0875
OATS, combine run, $4.50/bu.
Otto Williamson; Williamsburg;
843-372-2692
‘17 TIFTON 85 BERMUDA,
HQ, sq, w/no rain, $5ea.
Jeff Hood; Berkeley; 843-749-
4406
PREMIUM ALFALFA, $10;
perennial peanut hay, $8;
Alfalfa grass mix, $6, small sq
bales, 55lbs, del avail. David
Froehlich; Bamberg; 803-368-
0097
CB, HQ, in shed, rnd, $50 &
$40; sq, $5.50; wheat & rye
straw, sq, $3.50. Dwight
McCartha; Lexington; 803-
429-6121
‘17 CB, rnd, GQ, in field, $40;
‘16 CB, rnd, in field, $25; ‘16
CB, in shed, $30. Josiah
Williams; Bamberg; 843-693-
1970
‘17 CRABGRASS & BERMU-
DA MIX, 4x5 net wrap, barn
stored, on pallets, no rain, del
avail, $35. Brad Daniel;
Anderson; 864-276-6960
‘17 CB, high quality, tight hvy
sq, $6ea; ‘17 CB 4x5 rnd,
shed kept, $45ea; del avail.
Heath Hoover; Sumter; 803-
499-4572
CATTLE HAY , Coastal
Fescue mix, 4x5 rnd, shed
kept, $40. Randy Anderson;
Kershaw; 803-669-2597
’17 RYE GRASS , fescue
mixed grass, HQ, 4x4 rnd, net
wrap, sprayed, fert, l imed,
$20-$30ea, del avail. Donald
Counts; Newberry; 803-315-
9260
‘17 MIXED GRASS HAY, 4x5
net wrap, $35. Steve Fleming;
Edgefield; 864-554-0399
‘17 FESCUE , mix Fescue
grass, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, tight,
lrg, $30ea. Robin Patterson;
Laurens; 864-871-1974
‘17 CB , HQ, net wrap,
4x54, shed kept, $50. Rickey
Meetze; Lexington; 803-892-
3573
WHEAT STRAW, sq, p-up,
$3ea; CB & other grass,
rnd, limed, fert, $30. Johnny
Porter; Fairfield; 803-718-6291
‘17 CB , HQ, sq, in barn,
$5.50ea; 4x5 net wrap, $50ea;
‘16 HQ, exc CQ, 4x5 net wrap,
in barn, $35ea. Henry Welch;
Berkeley; 843-899-5414
‘17 OATS, combine run,
$4.50/bu. C Arant;
Orangeburg; 803-536-4964
‘17 HAY, 2nd cutting, stored
outside, $30; hay under shed,
$40; nutrition analysis avail.
Leonard Williams; Anderson;
864-245-0436
DEER CORN, 55gal drum,
$35; ground corn, 55gal drum,
$40; 50lb bag, $6; oats, 50lb
bag, $7; wheat, 50lb bag, $8.
Plato Kneece; Aiken; 803-582-
8665
HQ FESCUE & ORCHARD
GRASS MIX, sq, $4; rnd, 4x5,
$45, limed & fert, barn kept,
can deliver. Joe Henson; York;
803-448-5287
‘17 FESCUE, sq, in barn, fert,
limed, guar, $4.50ea. Perry
Bishop; York; 803-379-0097
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap, no
rain, shed kept, $60; outside,
$50; sq, $7, at barn, del
avail/fee. Steven Spires;
Lexington; 803-917-3746
FEED CORN, $7/bu, bagged;
$38/55 gal drum, your drum.
Osgood Hamlin; Charleston;
843-696-0658
‘17 FESCUE, orchard, rye
grass mix, sq, fert, clean, good
qual, $4ea. Henry Mitchell;
York; 803-627-6142
100 BLS, Oat hay, $50ea;
20 bls, Fescue/grass hay,
$25ea; 90 bls, Volunteer grass




4x5 rnd, barn stored, clean,
dry, $35ea. Jackie Rogers;
Spartanburg; 864-576-0736
‘17 MIXED GRASS, or sudex,
$30; Fescue Bermuda mix,
$35; all cut w/moco, no rain,
net wrap, volume disc.
Michael Strickland; Laurens;
864-923-3153
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, 4x5, $40,
limed, fert, no rain, in barn, del
avail on 10 bales or more.
George Bryant; Pickens; 864-
859-3765
RYE STRAW, sq, $3.50ea;
CB hay, $5.50ea. Larry
McCartha; Lexington; 803-
606-2499
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‘17 CB, HQ, sq, $6; rnd, $50;
rye straw, sq, $3.50; brown top
mil let, rnd, $50. Clayton
Leaphart; Lexington; 803-892-
2642
‘17 FESCUE, lrg sq, $4.75ea,
HQ, barn stored, limed, fert;
CQ, $2.50ea. Tom Coggins;
Spartanburg; 864-877-6742
‘17 CB TIFTON 87, rnd, 4x5,
shed kept, HQ, $40; ‘17
Fescue, 4x5 rnd, $35. Marie
Biggerstaff; Spartanburg; 864-
542-6418
‘17 SHELLED DEER CORN,
$6.50/50lb bag; $40/drum,
drum not incl. Raymond
Campbell; Richland; 803-429-
0677
‘17 CB, net wrap, 4x5, $40-
50ea. David Chassereau;
Bamberg; 803-267-4880
‘16 COASTAL, 4x5, limed,
fert, lrg, $25ea. Johnny
Hickey; Chesterfield; 843-537-
7535
‘17 CQ, 4x5 net rnd, $35ea;
wheat, 60# bags, $8/bag; Rye,
56# bags, $12/bag. Joshua
Waters; Lexington; 803-429-
6114
FESCUE, 4x5, $50ea. Louis
Keasler; Anderson; 864-314-
5336
‘17 CB, sq, HQ, firm & tight,
$6ea; ‘16 CB. $2.50ea, all
limed/fert to Clemson specs.
Louise Pollans; Orangeburg;
803-533-1763
WHEAT STRAW, $4ea, disc
on larger orders. Andy
McDonald; Abbeville; 864-446-
8358
RND BALES, cow hay, $35;
Horse hay, coast, $45. Scott
Derrick; Edgefield; 803-430-
0390
OATS, $40/your 55 gal drum;
$8/40# bag; corn, $40/your 55
gal drum; $8/50# bag; wheat
straw, $4ea. Mary Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-3326
‘17 CB , baled in Oct, 4x5
net wrap, clean, heavy, HQ,
triple wrapped, $40. James
Easterling; Darlington; 843-
307-0805
‘17 FESCUE BERMUDA MIX,
4x5 rnd, $35. Andy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-924-5157
BERMUDA, sq, fert, no rain,
exc qual, $6ea. Lee Clinton;
York; 704-913-6127
½BERKSHIRE, ¼ Mulefoot,
¼ Ossabaw piglets, 8/31 &
9/14 barrows, $25; boars, $35;
gilts, $30-50. Dave Westhead;
Orangeburg; 803-290-3292
2 TAMWORTH GILTS, B-3/7,
$200ea. Bob Willis; Edgefield;
803-634-1467
WPIGLETS, B-5/2017,
healthy, $75. Debbie Norris;
Lexington; 803-957-7673
GUINEA HOG BOAR ,
250+lbs, good breeder, gentle,
$150. Steve Gajdosik; Moore;
864-764-4520
PIGS, Tamworth Hampshire
crossed, $45 up. Jason
Murphy; Fairfield; 803-402-
5877
BERKSHIRE PIGS, all shots,
wormed, M & F, 14w/o, $70ea.
Jason Painter; Spartanburg;
864-641-9855
Each l ist ing must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current negative Coggins
test.
CLYDESDALE MARE, FB,
not reg, 7y/o, perf markings,
all tack in VG-EC, more, not
ridden 4yr, $1300. Russell
Ashmore; Spartanburg; 864-
978-7778
BUCKSKIN GELD, 17y/o, trail
ridden, been around cattle:
Bay Geld, 3y/o, halter broke,
$600ea or both $1100. Janet
Rushton; Saluda; 803-480-
5423
RED MINI DONKEY ,
3m/o, small breed, parents
31in T, $400. Barney Gause,
Williamsburg, 843-356-1671
MINI DONKEY, brown,
female, 8y/o, $250. Sherrill
Orvin; Berkeley; 843-696-
7692
REG MINI DONKEYS ,
spotted jack, B-7/22, $700;
gray jack, B-9/7, $600; grey




TOR, $50; ride on cultivator,
$150; cast iron pot, $100; new
tractor seat, $150. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-
4285




run, $25/lb; LS swamp worms,
$35/1000; bed run, $30/lb; call
for ship chrgs, more. Terry
Unger; Greenville; 864-299-
1932
LUMBER , shortleaf pine,
1x4-6x16, 45¢bf; red oak,
2x6x16, $1.50bf; wht pine,
2x16x12ft, $2bf. Kent Jewell;
Lancaster; 803-320-3708
CEDAR POSTS, $3ea. Robert
Lee; Chester; 803-385-
7090
2H WAGON, iron whls, seat,
tongue for tractor pull, body
rough cut lumber, display




PLATES, $15ea; corn sheller,
on box w/legs, $75; mule
single tree, $20ea. R Long;
Newberry; 803-924-9039
JD 145 RDG MOWER ,
Hydro, twin bagger, EC,
$1100; Swisher 44 rugged cut
PB mower, 13hp, EC, $900.
Gene Gordon; Richland; 803-
788-1550
STRETCHER BARS, HD, for
4ft woven wire fence, w/6
removable wedges to hold









cial, runs good, 3 phase, GC,
$200. Don Martin; Oconee;
864-280-4718
BOB WIRE FENCE, 1 mile 5
strand, metal post, 6x6, corner




SADDLE , EC, $550 obo.
Everette Bryant; Aiken; 803-
215-7991
POULTRY LITTER, tractor trl
load quantities, litter, $500;





hose, 190cc, $350. Sonnie
Holliday; Laurens; 864-872-
0749
TOMATO CAGES, 4ft galv,
$5ea. Mike Sexton; Richland;
803-600-0414
TORO MOWER , 6ft front
deck, dsl, old but cuts well,
$3600. Lewis Hay; Charleston;
843-270-9002
2- 65R 70GAL SADDLE
TANKS,1@ $50; 1@ $60; 1
tote tank, $45; rnd hay bale
ring, for horse or cow, $125.
Russell Goings; Union; 864-
426-2309
2 GRAIN BINS , on legs,
$1200 & $1000. Billy Laurey;
Barnwell; 803-671-1927
BEE EQUIPMENT, $500,
no ship. Suzanne Warda;
Greenville; 864-982-4159
MEADOWBROOK TYPE
CART, side entry, lrg horse
size, wooden wheels, show
quality, $800. Charles Hoback;
Richland; 803-414-3646
TROY BILT TOMAHAWK ,
chipper shredder, older
model, GC, chips up to 3in




SADDLE, used, GC, w/misc




SPLITTER , 22 ton, $750;
alum p-nut cooker, can hold
2 bushels w/homemade
burner, $550. Franklin Brown;
Charleston; 843-559-2761.
REAR WAGON WHEEL,
$150; hand old timey water
pump, $150; cotton scale,
$40; corn sheller, $40. James
Coster; Greenwood; 864-227-
2590
UTILITY POLES, $1/ft, cre-
osote & salt treated, fence
post, pole barn post. Lance
Lowe; Anderson; 864-276-
2228
OAK FIREWOOD , del,
stacked, cut to size, full size
p/up, Cola, Irmo, Chapin
areas, $125. Ronald Wright;
Richland; 803-606-1666
SYDELL TILT TABLE, w/end
gates for sheep & goats, use
for trimming hooves, $600.
Michael Turner; Greenwood;
864-992-7907
TRACTOR TIRES , 4,
480/80R46, 50% tread,
$200ea; 2, 380/85R34, 40%
tread, $50ea. Jason Carter;
Richland; 803-429-3481
RND CEDAR POSTS, cut to
various sizes, 3-12in dia,
6-15ft, $3-18ea/size; cedar




42in, 17.5 hp Kohler eng, EC,
$750; farm jack, 7000lb, $50:
36in exhaust fan, $200. Otis
Hembree: Spartanburg: 864-
316-1222
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft, $11;
15ft, $36; 16ft, $38, can del.
Wayman Coleman; Abbeville;
864-379-1138
LONG LIFE FISH TRAPS,
long life fish growing cages &
long life turtle traps, $140ea.
Bill Walton; Aiken; 803-617-
9623
BEEHIVE, new, complete bee




‘70 JD LAWN TRACTOR ,
12hp Kohler motor, hydrostat
trans & lift, 48in cut, runs &
cuts good, $550 obo. Charles
Smith; Kershaw; 803-425-
0592
HORSE DRAWN WAGON ,
w/side lamps & ball bearing
whls, $3500; 2-12.4x28 tractor
tires, more, $500. Otto
Will iamson; Wil l iamsburg;
843-372-2692
OAK FIREWOOD, full size
pickup, deliver Irmo & Chapin
area, $90. John Bouknight;
Richland; 803-622-2674
HICKORY FIREWOOD, split,
$40, small pickup load,
you load. Hazel Bridges;
Greenville; 864-879-3384
4 DOZ. GLASS CANNING
JARS , Ball/Kerr, w/o l ids,
1dz 1½pts, 3 dz ½pts, $30
for all obo. Jesse Eubanks;
Lexington; 803-317-0575




Stanley Taylor; Chester; 803-
789-5236
LOG SPLITTER, GC, $375.
Brian Lee; Lexington; 803-
429-8779
MARTING SMALL ANIMAL
SCALES , good for pigs,
sheep & goats, EC, $550 obo.
Britton Havird; Newberry; 803-
924-12
HORSE MANURE/COM-
POST, $10/frt end ldr, reg
bed truck, we load. Margaret
Stewart; Spartanburg; 864-
441-2277
SQ BALES, for fall decoration,
$2ea. W Dixon; Laurens; 864-
683-6620
GARDEN TILLER, Troy Bilt
Horse, Kohler 8hp eng,
self-prop, rear-t ine, rev




cult & TP, $400. Bill Bashor;
Pickens; 864-836-3603
2- 500 GAL FUEL TANKS,




pickup load, $25, will help
load. Earl Eargle; Lexington;
803-796-8295
SCAG FREEDOM Z MOWER
SFZ, 48in, $3000. Jim
Blackwell; Greenville; 864-
895-1747
CORRAL PANELS, 5ft x 10ft,
used 4 yrs, $45ea; gate, $100.
Stephen Gedosch; Greenville;
864-982-4490
CANE MILL, vertical, 3 roller,
new paint, disassembled
for easy loading, $750. C
Gibbs; Spartanburg; 864-594-
9525
HAY ELEVATOR , 16ft for
standard size, 18in W
sq bales, $475. Dennis
Martineau; Allendale; 803-979-
3999
JD 2 DISC TILLER, $875;
antique horse drawn drag
pan scoop, $100. Jim
Atkinson; Pickens; 864-506-
9023
250 EGG CARTONS, new,
$60. Roger Todd; Anderson;
864-617-4345
GOURDS , hang ready,
$1-1.50ea; uncut, 25¢-$1ea;
lrg cotton scale, w/6 &
8lb peas, GC, $175. Robert
Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-7240
CEDAR POSTS , 7ft rnd,
$3&4ea; holly & red oak lum-
ber, $2bf; walnut lumber, $3bf.
Andy Morris; Newberry; 803-
276-2670
SADDLES , 16in western
w/bridle/breast collar, $300;
16in roping, $300; 12ft, LN,




14 spoke grower select flood
feed pans, $1.20ea; 14 t bins,
box furnaces 225k btu, $100.
Howard McCartha; Lexington;
803-312-3316
2 CHAIN SAWS, ‘55 Clinton
18in, ‘62 Polite 18in, $200
obo. James Wilson, Lancaster,
803-547-3255
WOOD SPLITTER, 9ft rail,
1 axle, 9in wedge, 8hp B & S
I/C eng, w/4cyl Ram,
2500PSI, up to 24in logs,
$2200neg. Dorothy Lyle;
Greenville; 864-244-5765
LIQUID FEED TANKS ,
for cattle, $75ea; 18in & 24in
reinforced concrete pipe, 8ft L,
$10/ft. M Plyler; Chesterfield;
704-291-0119
2 WELL PULLEYS , $50
both; wash pots, #20, $200;
#15, $150. Perry Masters;
Greenville; 864-561-4792
REAR TINE TILLER , 6hp,
forward reverse tines, EC,
$325; platform scales, 1000lbs
cap, GC, $100obo; more.
Harold Landers; Pickens; 864-
704-6305
RND METAL FEEDERS ,
100lb cap, part stainless steel,
suitable for pigs, goats,
or fowl, $75. Hugh Knight;
Orangeburg; 803-539-4674
FA M OR H DRAWBAR ,
brackets & round braces, dbl
plated U bar, no swinging
drawbar, $80. John Hunter;
Greenville; 864-979-5401
35 FENCE POSTS, 6ft, metal,
VGC, $275ea. Lee McCall;
Aiken; 803-508-5323
2 BARN DOORS,  4ft x 8ft,
$80, vinyl exterior, incl
hardware. Wil l is Ballard;
Lancaster; 803-804-5351
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Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries, which
are defined as having annual
sales of $5,000. 




many colors; maroon colored







crepe myrtle, $10up. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal,
$4.50; Jap Maple, Magnolia,
China Fir, Kwanson Cherry,
plum, $8up; more. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-
3384




Myrtles, Camell ias, 3gal,
$12ea. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066
JAPANESE MAPLES, 100




red, pink, Bengal Tiger, no
ship, $8/dz. Robert Yonce;
Aiken; 803-685-7240
MONKEY GRASS, hosta, 4in
pot, $3ea; iris, daylily, garde-
nia, 4in pot, $4ea; hydrangea,
$5 & $9ea. Woody Ellenburg;
Pickens; 864-855-2565
GAME STAGS & COCKS,
$15up; Muscovy ducks, $5up;
roller pigeons, $8ea; 5 African




$2.50ea, yr/o; quail hatching
eggs, $2/dz. Joseph Pickett;
Chester; 704-608-8628









ANTS, 1M, 3F, $120 for all;
Red Golden, 1pr, $65; Silver
Sebright Bantams, $50/pr.
Kent Jewell; Lancaster; 803-
320-3708
LAVENDER BANTAMS ,
8m/o, hens & roosters, $6 ea,




reeves, swinhoe & peach
splash, $50up; 3y/o M Green
peacock, $200; adult Mallard
ducks, $15ea. H Austin;
Orangeburg; 803-308-1203
INDIA BLUE PEACOCK ,
1y/o, pr, $150; 1y/o M, $65.
Kellie Copeland; Dorchester;
843-514-7553
2 SPANGLER HATCH HENS,
16m/o, $10ea; 1 gray hen,
15m/o, $8; pure game. Russell
Goings; Union; 864-426-2309
PEAFOWL, 2-10y/o cocks,
$100ea; 3 hens, $200ea, India
Blue, no ship. Suzanne Warda;
Greenville; 864-982-4159
LAYING HENS, RIR, $12ea;
brown Legbar set, 4 hens & 1
rooster, $40, all ‘17 spring
hatched. Robert Smith;
Calhoun; 803-707-3309
BOBWHITE QUAIL, flight &
weather conditioned, $4ea.
Bud Weakland; Union; 803-
924-7252
7 KHAKI CAMPBELL




BANTAMS , $15pr; brown
eggs layers, $15. Tim Boozer;
Newberry; 803-924-3922
PEKING MALLARD CROSS





$3; jungle fowl, $20/pr. Lloyd
Gerhart; Kershaw; 803-992-
5757
6 BARRED ROCK HENS ,
7m/o, laying good; 2
French Black Copper Maran
roosters, $15ea. Dan Hallman;
Lexington; 803-755-2799
SILKIE CHICKS , $10up,
depending on age, all colors,
Champion stock, last hatch.
Linda Sinclair; Lexington; 803-
360-5597
GUINEA KEETS , $4up to
2w/o; $5 for 2w/o to m/o; then
$6up. Bonnie Peel; Kershaw;
803-427-7593






Australorp hens, $8ea. David
Chambers; Florence; 843-250-
2399
GOLDEN COMET HENS ,
1½y/o, $10ea. Leroy Smith;
Lexington; 803-356-3602
BOBWHITE QUAIL, ful l
grown, $4ea. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
MEAT TYPE RABBITS ,
Rex rabbits, does &
bucks, $15 & $20ea, some
does are bred. Wil l iam
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-
4285
MINI REX, broken choc
buck, broken black doe,










Seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current Seed Lab Test.
OATS, $8/50lb bag, G-97%,
D/HS-0%, D/HS&G-97%.
Wyatt Eargle; Aiken; 803-604-
7535
BP LIVESTOCK TRL, 16ft,
covered metal top, ctr gate,
swing out rear gate, GC. Ray
Stoddard; Lancaster; 864-876-
3226
CULTIPACKER, to buy used.
Tripp Bradley; Richland; 803-
606-0998




2 SCREEN CLIPPER SEED
CLEANER , wide frt end,
for 4010 JD tractor. Buddy
Hiers, Hampton, 803-943-
6609
DELTA HOOK CAT 2 ,
rapid/quick connect, 3ph
tractor control & receiver








JD 55-65hp, no leaks, good
sheet metal, in GC. Alan
Chandler; Williamsburg; 843-
382-7452
Each ad must list a specific
animal wanted by an
individual.
INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS,
female. Allison Moore; Saluda;
803-687-2544
HEN , Peking Duck. Cindy
Leopard; Aiken; 803-360-4145
ROOSTERS, turkeys, F/M,
can p-up. Mozelle Jones;
Richland; 803-463-0475
BILLY GOAT, medium size, up
to 5y/o, in good health, willing
to pay up to $75. Dan Hallman;
Lexington; 803-755-2799
HERDS, beef cattle or dairy
cattle. Kenneth Satterfield;
Laurens; 864-304-3172
MILITARY 10KW DSL GENER-
ATOR SETS, MEP 003a or MEP
803 only, running or not, will pay
cash. Charlie Musselwhite;
Pickens; 864-640-1311
BELLS, farm, church, brass,
any size, bell parts, broken
bells for parts, blacksmith
anvils, wash pots. R Long;
Newberry; 803-924-9039
BLACKSMITH ANVIL, farm
bell, any size, hand crank corn
sheller. L Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
LONG LEAF PINESTRAW,
to rake, top prices paid, 10+
yrs exp. Trey Shull; Lexington;
803-318-4263
PULPWOOD SAW TIMBER,
hdwd, pine, all types of thinning
or clear cut, pay top prices,
upstate counties. Tim Morgan;
Greenville; 864-420-0251
TOP SOIL, or clean fill dirt,
several truck loads, for pas-
ture renovation. Cal Norris,
Edgefield, 864-378-2693
BRIGGS & STRATTON 22 HP
ENG, for Huskee lawn mower.
Art Hallock; Chester; 803-430-
9040
PINE SAWTIMBER, pine pulp-
wood & hdwd, we cut sm or lrg
tracts, 8A or more. H Yonce;
Edgefield; 803-275-2091
BELLS, any size, farm, church
or train, brass or cast iron;
broken bells for parts; black-
smith anvils. Perry Masters;
Greenville; 864-561-4792
#45 CONVEYOR SPROCKET
CHAIN . Mark Keisler;
Lexington; 803-359-9589   
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CLAXTON AUCTION, ev Sat 11am, equine, cow, goat, sheep,
pigs, rattie, camelots, more; Special Sale 11/19 1pm. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
WHITE OAK AUCTION, ea Sat, 2pm, misc; 5pm chickens &
small animals, 2129 I M Graham Rd, Lake City. Elaine Cowee;
Berkeley; 843-861-0377
H&S SALE, 11/11 & 12/9, 9am, Farm Equipment, Livestock &
Small animals. Hallman Sease; Bamberg; 803-730-7107
LIVESTOCK SMALL ANIMAL AUCTION, 1st & 3rd Fri of
mon, check in 3pm, sale 7pm, Dixiestockyard.com. Phil Grant;
Chester; 803-329-3684
11/25 CHAROLAIS SOURCE BULL SALE, 12pm, Chester
Livestock, Chester, for catalog call. Tommy Wilks;
Chesterfield; 843-307-0323
11/4 4-H PULLET SALE, 10am, 116 Columbia St, Chester,
GC, Amer, BO, BR; lots of 3 or 5, buyers must register. Robin
Currence; York; 803-209-0538
SMALL ANIMAL SALE, 2nd/4th Saturday each month, 10am,
poultry, animal related & farm equipment. Judy Cathcart;
Union; 864-427-9202
AUCTION, ea Sat, intake 7, starts 11, animal & animal related,
1591 Bishopville Hwy. Glenn Hinson; Kershaw; 803-600-4202
11/2, 11/7 & 11/14 PROFIT FEEDING, cost efficient nutrition
workshop series, 6:30pm, RSVP, $10-15ea. Amy Mallette;
Spartanburg; 864-489-3141
11/3-5 RICHLAND CREEK ANTIQUE FALL FESTIVAL,
antique tractors, engines, antique tractor pull, exhibits, 542
Richland Creek Rd, Ward. John Berry; Saluda; 864-445-2781
11/4 ALL BREED HORSE SHOW, sponsored by PPRPFFA,
Red Bank Arena, 115 Nazareth Rd, Lex, reg @ 8am, show @
9am. Gail Brown; Aiken; 803-532-8805
11/15 HIGH TUNNEL PRODUCTION WORKSHOP, 9am-3pm
at Clemson University, carolinafarmstewards.org/events/. Gena
Moore; Pickens; 704-221-5861
12/28-29 CAMP GERONIMO HOLIDAY HORSE CAMP, 9am-2pm,
$150, for more info contact, GastonFarmEquestrianCenter.com. Beth
Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
Upcoming Events





Charleston at Stono Ferry
will take place on Sunday,
Nov. 12, as an excit ing
conclusion to the National
Steeplechase Association’s
racing season. Tickets start







S.C. Corn and Soybean
Growers Meeting wil l
be held Dec. 7 at the
Santee Conference Center.
Registration begins at
8:30 a.m. and trade show
booths will open.  Lunch is
provided.  













host a State Technical
Committee meeting at
9:30 a.m. Nov. 8 at the
S.C. Forestry Commission
in Columbia. The committee
provides recommendations
on issues concerning Farm
Bill program delivery. 
The meeting is open
to the public. RSVP
by Nov. 7 to
sabrenna.bryant@sc.usda.gov.
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Global Food Forum
continued from page 1
This topic is very relevant for South Carolina right now because of the Food
Safety Modernization Act. 
The most interesting sessions I attended were about technology
and new agriculture practices.  One discussion that stood out was
the advancement of robotics in milking cows! I also learned about the use
of Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) technology in vertical farming.
In addition to high-tech practices that allow vertical farms to grow as much
produce as more traditional farms five times their size, I was particularly
interested in one vertical farm in Wyoming that employs individuals with
disabilities.  
Vertical Harvest in Jackson Hole, Wyoming employs people with Down’s
syndrome, autism, and other conditions.  This is just another example, like the
Global Food Forum, where agriculture can bring individuals from all different
backgrounds together. 
It’s exciting be the Commissioner of Agriculture during a time when
technological advancements and agricultural practices are more and more
integrated.  My top priority, as always, is to help the hard working farmers
in our state find new and efficient ways to do the good work they do.
Now, more than ever, the pace of change of agriculture is something we need
to be aware of. 
Celebrate America!
Military Timeline Weekend, Reenactment
Nov. 4 at 10 am to Nov. 5 at 6 pm
Let's celebrate America and our military history! In addition to all farm fun
and maze activities, this weekend we host a Military Timeline Event.
This includes Revolutionary War, Civil War, WW1, WW2, Korea, Vietnam
and modern era exhibits and encampments. 
Take a step back in time and talk with the reenactors
about these important times in our American history.
Civil War Reenactment Skirmishes will take place on Saturday and Sunday
at 3 pm. Cannons will be fired (please bring earplugs if necessary).
Denver Downs Farm * 1515 Denver Rd * Anderson * 864-940-2293 
catherine@denverdownsfarm.com   www.denverdownsfarm.com
For more information visit scagritourism.org.
Agritourism Event
2017 LEGAL NOTICE
NOMINATING MEETINGS FOR CANDIDATES TO FILL VACANCIES
ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA COTTON BOARD
Pursuant to the provisions of the "Agricultural Commodities Marketing Act" of
1968, and as amended, and Marketing Order No. 12 for South Carolina
Cotton issued by the Agriculture Commission of South Carolina, NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN that the terms of the following members of the South
Carolina Cotton Board expire on December 31, 2017:
Terms expiring December 31, 2017
DISTRICT 1 GILL ROGERS, HARTSVILLE, SC
DISTRICT 2 FRANK ROGERS, BENNETTSVILLE, SC
DISTRICT 3 CARL E BROWN, AIKEN, SC
The term of office of the members elected and/or appointed to fill said
vacancies shall be (3) years.
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina shall call for nominations for
said vacancies in the following districts at the time, place, and date hereafter
set forth:
DISTRICT 1, 2 & 3 Tuesday, November 14, 2017
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Pee Dee Farmers Market Office
2513 West Lucas Street
Florence, SC  29501
843-665-5154
To qualify, a candidate for Board membership must be a resident of South
Carolina and of the district wherein nominated and having been engaged in
producing cotton within the State of South Carolina for a period of one year
and during that period, having derived a substantial portion of his/her income
therefrom.
Under said Marketing Order, oral nominations for qualified candidates shall be
accepted by the Commission.  All oral nominations for Board vacancies must
be accompanied by a second to be considered for election.  Nominations may
also be made within five (5) days after each said District meeting by written
petition filed with the Commission and signed by not less than five (5) affected
producers entitled to participate in such meeting.
Any producer within the district wherein nominated who produced cotton
during the past year is entitled to participate in the meeting. 
District 1 includes the Counties of Darlington, Clarendon, Georgetown, Lee,
Sumter, and Williamsburg.
District 2 includes the Counties of Chester, Chesterfield, Dillon, Fairfield,
Florence, Horry, Kershaw, Lancaster, Marion, Marlboro, and Richland.
District 3 includes the Counties of Abbeville, Aiken, Allendale, Anderson,
Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort, Berkeley, Calhoun, Charleston, Cherokee,
Colleton, Dorchester, Edgefield, Greenville, Greenwood, Hampton, Jasper,
Laurens, Lexington, McCormick, Newberry, Oconee, Orangeburg, Pickens,
Saluda, Spartanburg, Union, and York.
Frances Price, Chair
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11280
Columbia, South Carolina, 29211
Ph. # 803-734-9807
2017 LEGAL NOTICE
NOMINATING MEETINGS FOR CANDIDATES TO FILL VACANCIES
ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA TOBACCO BOARD
Pursuant to the provisions of the “Agricultural Commodities Marketing Act” of
1968, and as amended, and the Marketing Order No. 13 for South Carolina
Tobacco issued by the Agriculture Commission of South Carolina, NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN that the terms of the following members of the South
Carolina Tobacco Board expire on December 31, 2017:
Terms expiring December 31, 2017
DISTRICT 2 DUPREE ATKINSON, MULLINS, SC
DISTRICT 5 BEN TEAL, PATICK, SC
The term of office of the members elected and/or appointed to fill said
vacancies shall be (3) years.
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina shall call for nominations for
said vacancies in the following districts at the time, place, and date hereafter
set forth:
DISTRICT 1, 2 & 3 Thursday, November 16, 2017
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Pee Dee Farmers Market
2513 West Lucas Street
Florence, SC 29501 
843-665-5154
To qualify, a candidate for Board membership must be a resident of South
Carolina and of the district wherein nominated and having been engaged in
producing tobacco within the State of South Carolina for a period of one year
and during that period, having derived a substantial portion of his/her income
therefrom.
Under said Marketing Order, oral nominations for qualified candidates shall be
accepted by the Commission.  All oral nominations for Board vacancies must
be accompanied by a second to be considered for election.  Nominations may
also be made within five (5) days after each said District meeting by written
petition filed with the Commission and signed by not less than five (5) affected
producers entitled to participate in such meeting.
Any producer within the district wherein nominated who produced tobacco
during the past year is entitled to participate in the meeting. 
District 1 includes the County of Horry.
District 2 includes the Counties of Dillon and Marion.
District 3 includes the Counties of Georgetown and Williamsburg.
District 4 includes the County of Florence.
District 5 includes the Counties of Chesterfield, Darlington, Kershaw, Lee,
Marlboro and York.
District 6 includes the Counties of Bamberg, Berkeley, Clarendon, Colleton,
Dorchester, Hampton, Jasper, Lexington, Orangeburg and Sumter.
Frances Price, Chair
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11280
Columbia, South Carolina, 29211
Ph. # 803-734-9807
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